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Code mixing is the mixing of two or more languages or language varieties in 

speech. Code mixing is insert the word, phrase or clause in the sentences. In the 

conversation process the becak driver and the travel agent used languages those are 

Indonesian, Madurese, and Javanese into English. The problems of the study are: 1) 

What is code mixing is used by the becak driver and the travel agent in Probolinggo?, 

2) what are the type of code mixing that is used by the becak driver and the travel agent 

in Probolinggo?, 3) what are the factors of the becak driver and the travel agent to used 

code mixing in Probolinggo? The objective of the study are: To describe the code 

mixing, the type of code mixing, and the factor of code mixing that is used by the becak 

driver and the travel agent in Probolinggo. The scope of this thesis is socilinguistics 

approach and the limitation of this research is code mixing that is used by the becak 

driver and the travel agents when conversation with the tourist in Probolinggo.  

The method used in this study is qualitative descriptive method. There are two 

continuance techniques of observation method that the researcher uses in this thesis, 

they are recording and transcribing. The result of this study is the word that they spoken 

when conversation with the tourist. From the conversation, and then classified 

according code mixing, the type of code mixing, and the factor of code mixing. 

The researcher found: there are eighteen sentences that containing code mixing that is 

spoken by the becak driver in conversation process in Paseban Sena Hotel and 

Ballroom. The type of code mixing that found is two namely insertion and 

alternation. There are two types of code mixing that used by the becak driver when 

conversation with the tourist that are insertion is sixteen data (89,9%) and alternation 

is only two data (10,1%). There are two factors of code mixing that found in the 

conversation between the becak driver and the tourist, there are situation is six data 

(33,3%) and vocabulary is twelve data (66,7%). The type that is found in the 

conversation between the travel agent and the tourist is 7 data (100%). The factor of 

code mixing that is used by the travel agent in the conversation with the tourist is 

situation that is 7 data (100%). 


